The Baptists and the Transformation of the Church, 1780-1830

BETWEEN the age of Gill and Brine, on the one hand, and that of Fuller and Robert Hall the younger, on the other, the period about the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries which saw the triumph of the moderate Calvinists over the hyper-Calvinists, there was a shift in the Baptist frame of mind as striking as the shift in literary style in which that mind was expressed; and friends of the Baptist Union have generally been in no doubt on which side they stand. Yet the nature of the shift and the reasons for it are still very difficult to grasp, and it must be confessed that European studies of the central development have been much less sophisticated than the treatment by American scholars of what went on at the fringe.1 This evening, in the hope of goading someone to do better, I would like to chance my arm with the assertion that the shift arose from a transformation of the church partly effected, and partly evoked, by the transformation of the context in which it operated, and that the new frame of mind owed much to the effort to understand that transformed context. Certainly the change was not only, indeed not mainly, a theological one, for by the early nineteenth century the objection of the hypers was not just to Fullerism and offers of grace, but to a whole syndrome of activities, a renewed associational life, itinerant preaching and Sunday schools, ministerial training and foreign missions. That much of this programme had been actively canvassed by seventeenth century Baptists constitutes only part of the historian’s difficulty in putting his finger upon what was new; so many of the usual explanations hardly seem to help. Like Anglican evangelicals but unlike Methodists, Baptists tend to look upon their history as a succession of personal networks, and have delighted to show how such networks took the prehistory of Fullerism right back through the age of the hypers. Certainly the relatively liberal Calvinism of Beddome2 and the West of England had its influence on London and the South Midlands where the future founding fathers of the Baptist Missionary Society used Jonathan Edwards to help each other over their difficulties with hyperism, and linked up through John Sutcliff of Olney, with Fawcett, Alvery Jackson and other Baptists of the North who had never owned the sway of Gill and Brine, and early made a deep impression on the Rossendale area of Lancashire. It is less often said that the age of the hypers seems to continue right into the age of the Fullerites. There were ministers like John Hirst of Bacup3 and William Crabtree of Bradford4 who were never very clear how they stood in relation to the great crux about offers of grace.
It seemed a revolution when John Rippon succeeded Gill at Carter Lane, Tooley Street, yet he lived to write a *Memoir* of Gill defending him from the conventional evangelical charges of bigotry. Still more remarkable it was in the works of Dr. Gill that Fuller is said to have first found the famous distinction between man's natural and moral ability which other evangelicals drew from Jonathan Edwards to discredit the hypers. English Baptists and Scots evangelicals seem to have read Gill, Edwards and the Fullerites concurrently with no sense of incongruity.

Moreover there was some awkwardness of stance among the Fullerites themselves. They were committed to the claim that their movement constituted a "new era" in the history of the denomination, that they were ending a usurped power to impose a ruinous doctrinal orthodoxy. Yet Fuller bent over backwards to minimise the disturbance in the reformed tradition which the hypers had been able to effect; Gill and Brine, he held, were great upright and independent-minded men who did not sustain a common orthodoxy. The new system, it was alleged, "is little more than a revival of the old Calvinism which subsisted before the time of Hussey and the other founders of pseudo-Calvinism". That middle path between Arminianism and Antinomianism which Baxter had taken, which Watts had perceived in the preaching of Edwards and described as "the common plain protestant doctrine of the reformation", was the way also of the Fullerites. If the "new era" could be represented theologically as a return to the old mainstream doctrine and could find seventeenth century precedents for many of its institutional departures, the modern combined efforts of Baptists and paedo-baptists had been variously foreshadowed on both sides of the Atlantic in the early eighteenth century; indeed the upper-crust Baptists of Massachusetts, tainted with urbanity, had been hankering for "Fraternal Union" with the congregational establishment for a generation before the Great Awaken­ing.

I doubt whether the difference between the hypers and the Fullerites will yield to a structural theological analysis, any more than the difference between the Scottish moderates and the evangelicals of Chalmers's day. For Fullerism, evangelical Calvinism, was avowedly a rhetorical theology, aiming to persuade sizeable bodies of people to particular courses of action, and encountering in hyperism and "rational" religion two very different kinds of resistance in very different proportions in different parts of the reformed world. The English Fullerites were mainly concerned to dislodge the hypers, and their inveterate hostility to rational religion sprang from their self-consciously rhetorical standpoint; the trouble with English rationalism was that it opened the way to an aggressive popular anti-theology only too closely resembling the gospel of the Fullerites, and built, as Robert Hall perceived, on metaphysical propositions derived from Jonathan Edwards himself. Beyond England rational religion was not an affair of outsiders. Moderatism was strongly entrenched in
the Kirk, and the Old Lights of the Standing Order in Massachusetts and Connecticut, though eventually defeated, were never routed. Thus the problems of persuasion varied greatly from place to place, and time to time, and the best the historian can hope for is to pick up changes in the tone of voice, fugitive impressions of changes not merely amongst Baptists, but right through the reformed world. The transformation to which these led constituted a new era indeed.

Gill's eschatology makes it plain that he conceived his situation quite differently from the Fullerites. To Gill the history of the church was a continuous cycle of prosperity and adversity as the people of God worked their way through the various church-states symbolically represented in the book of Revelation, until the ultimate consummation; and the minister's chief job was to keep his flock apprized where they were in the great pilgrimage; indeed the best way to illustrate his functions was to expound symbolically the doctrine of the cherubim, those knowledgable messengers of God. "If it should be asked, What time is it with us now? Where about we are?", Gill was ready with his sign-post:

We are in the Sardian church-state, in the latter part of it, which . . . brought on the Reformation, and represents that; we are in the decline of that state; . . . we have a name, that we live, and are dead; the name of reformed churches, but without the life and power of true religion . . . yet it is not totally dark . . . it is a sort of twilight with us, . . . As to what of the night is to come . . . they are the slaying of the witnesses, and the universal spread of Popery all over Christendom.

The slaying of the witnesses, their bodies lying unburied, those signs of the end so anxiously canvassed in the reformed world of the eighteenth century, Gill also read symbolically, as referring to the day when the ministry, deserted by their flocks, would "cease prophesying, their testimony being finished". This state of affairs had already begun. "A sleepy frame of mind has seized us. . . . Coldness and indifference to spiritual things, a want of affection to God, Christ and his people, truths and ordinances, may easily be observed." There was no denying that one set of facts in Gill's day was very much as he described it, nor can one mistake the eloquence with which he encouraged the flock to hold on until the Philadelphian church-state ushered in the spiritual reign of Christ; the Lord loved Zion's gates, and had taken up residence within them. Of course Gill looked at life as a closed system. The basic factors in the predicament of men and the church were known. The fundamental enemy of evangelical truth was the Church of Rome, which, though in principle defeated, would enjoy a brief supremacy again at the slaying of the witnesses. How deeply the mentality of the closed system penetrated the hypers may be gauged by its tenacity in the patron saint of their critics, Jonathan Edwards. Edwards actually believed that the Red Indians had been led into North America by the devil at the time of Constantine, in order that he might keep a people for himself safe from
the spread of the gospel.\textsuperscript{25} The millennial significance of the Indian missions of Eliot and Brainerd was that the Indians had once again been drawn into the history of redemption as it was mostly worked out in Europe. The closed system had reasserted itself. Yet the closed system was beginning to crumble, and one of the signs of the crumbling was the emergence among the evangelical Calvinists of a view of history quite unlike that of Gill.

The famous pamphlet in which William Carey called for the formation of a Baptist Missionary Society in 1792\textsuperscript{28} differed from Gill in both manner and substance. Carey outflanked the objection that the heathen could not be brought in till the witnesses had been slain, by showing that at various times since the New Testament it had been possible to carry out the dominical command to teach all nations, and that the heathen were now being brought in many scattered parts. The obstacles overcome by popish missionaries or English traders could certainly be surmounted by Baptists, and Carey sought to proportion the means to the end in view by a business-like survey of the length, breadth, population and beliefs of the countries of the world.\textsuperscript{27} The important thing about Carey's historical scheme was that it was already a cliché, and would have been instantly recognized as such not merely by his immediate circle,\textsuperscript{28} but by like-minded men right through the reformed world. Continually repeated with very little variation, the new view of history stemmed from that curious compilation, the \textit{Historical collections relating to remarkable periods of the success of the gospel} (originally published in 1754 and kept up to date with additional volumes in 1761 and 1796) by John Gillies,\textsuperscript{29} an eminent minister of the kirk in Glasgow, and son-in-law of another pillar of Scots evangelicalism, and patron of Jonathan Edwards, John Maclaurin. In two large volumes of reports, letters and diaries, Gillies related the acts of the latter-day apostles, leaving the sources to suggest to those with eyes to see that God was leading his church not into the dark tunnel which must precede his mighty saving acts, but into full revival. Since the Reformation, and especially since the emergence of Puritanism, the Scots revivals, the early missions to the American Indians, and the rise of Pietism in Germany in the seventeenth century, a great tide had built up. In the present century the Danish overseas missions had been followed by unprecedented revivals in America, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, by the growth of Methodism in England, by evidence of renewal in the Dutch Church. Gillies's \textit{Historical collections} originated in the exchange of correspondence and literature between Jonathan Edwards, Thomas Prince and other American friends of Whitefield, and the spokesman for the Scots revivals of the 'forties, Maclaurin, MacCulloch, Robe, Erskine and others;\textsuperscript{30} it bore out much of Edwards' conviction that the millenium would come on this side of the apocalypse, and that history was worth the trouble of investigating since it displayed "the established means of success" in religion.\textsuperscript{31} The hypers might repudiate offers of grace if they wished, but offers of grace were being made,
accepted and blessed on an unheard-of scale all round the globe.

The effects of the new historical outlook among the Baptists were very striking. Rippon's *Baptist Annual Register* which ran from 1790 to 1802 aimed, like Gillies, to provide a compendious account of God's activity in the world,\(^{32}\) to canalize the energies of the denomination, and to get Baptists out of the way of regarding their history as a simple chronicle of Baptist sufferings. Such a view still deeply marked the outlook of Isaac Backus, the chief figure of the remarkable efflorescence of Baptist historiography in America. But underlying his massive *History of New England*\(^{33}\) and the vast archive on which it was built,\(^{34}\) was the conviction that the facts of the case indicated something important about God's way with the Baptists which Dr. Gill could never have inferred from Scripture symbolism. John Leland, Morgan Edwards, John Williams and others had already left their mark on American Baptist historiography and there was David Benedict to come. In England Baptists were pressed to improve their acquaintance with the Moravians by reading Thomas Haweis's *Church History*,\(^{35}\) to get up their Pietism by reading Francke and others in translation,\(^{36}\) and finally, a Fullerite, Joseph Ivimey, produced the first serious history of Baptist development in England, in instalments beginning in 1811, which gave evidence of a sense of having arrived which Dr. Gill had not possessed.

Yet the new attitudes could not fail to direct Baptist interest beyond the denominational boundaries. The tide of revival seemed to have turned decisively in the ministry of that oddity George Whitefield; indispensable theological ammunition came from Jonathan Edwards; ministers of the Kirk had played a key role in establishing the Concert of Prayer and the literary freemasonry of the revival, and assumed a central station not merely in the Reformed world, but in the Protestant world generally. When in the 1790's, the barriers to evangelism at home and abroad began to collapse, the new panoramic view of history produced spectacular fruit in the movement known as Catholic Christianity,\(^{37}\) and induced in the evangelical Calvinists of England a mood of euphoria at the "funeral of bigotry"\(^{38}\) and the prospect of creating completely new Independent and Baptist denominations. The great evangelical battery of Bible, tract, missionary and Sunday school societies was in due course exported to America, where events had already moved more quickly in the same direction, and were much more powerfully injected with enlightenment. In a sermon reprinted for English Baptist readers by John Sutcliff, that faithful disciple of Edwards, Joseph Bellamy, had circumvented the hypsers with Yankee verve and calculated that even on the pessimistic assumption that the population doubled every fifty years, and that all before the millenium were reprobate, those who were lost would be proportioned to those who were saved after the millenium only as 1:174564.\(^{39}\) After American Independence even this modest restraint on optimism was intolerable to the social and spiritual technocrats who were piecing together a state, a society and even the kingdom
of God. Elhanan Winchester was by no means the only Baptist to be carried over into Universalism, and even Isaac Backus, much more typical of the ordinary Baptist, was driven to political combination with Methodists and Jeffersonian deists in his compulsive desire to disestablish the Standing Order in Connecticut and Massachusetts. And not long after Backus's death in 1806, Lyman Beecher himself was assuring English Baptists not only of his own Fullerite convictions, but of the rapprochement between the Baptists and the Standing Order in New England brought about by the triumph of Edwardsean views there. As soon as the vestiges of establishment were destroyed, Baptists would feel free to take the middle way they coveted between establishment and rationalism, and to attempt the conversion of America and the world by evangelical association in the Benevolent System. On both sides of the Atlantic, Manifest Destiny and the work of God seemed in perfect harness. By the end of the eighteenth century American Baptists claimed about 10% of the population for their community, and the Philadelphia Association was almost intoxicated by “the display of the sovereignty of God” produced by the federal constitution and the separation of church and state. In England evangelical Calvinists took over the coarse Anglican chauvinism of a previous generation, asking “why it hath been ordained that we, the most considerable among the professors of truly reformed Christianity, have of all others the most extensive commerce, and seem likely to possess the most extensive dominions in [the] new world”; and their hawk-like vigilance over the religious confusion in France under the Consulate provoked the creation of a series of Channel-coast bishoprics as a means of defence.

Moreover, even in England, forces of movement were at work so rapid that Christendom must clearly be contrived rather than reformed. The Sunday school open to all rather than the covenant meeting of baptized saints was the sign of the times. Evangelism rather than sanctification was the church's business, and the more the slogan of “the missionary church” caught on, the more the kingdom of God seemed delivered over to associational principles. On both sides of the Atlantic associations had a bad name, but whether for evangelism, Sunday schools or politics, they were indispensable. The Philadelphia Association was prepared to define the church simply as an association for the pursuit of ends beyond the power of individuals, and in 1812 the Northamptonshire Association took it for granted that “associations and the spirit of religion . . . kept pace with each other”. With Baptists in this frame of mind the empirical and pragmatic spirit embodied in the associations could not fail to influence the spirit of religion. A veritable passion broke out against systematic divinity, as the illicit offspring of metaphysics, Platonic or scholastic. Fuller's celebrated attack upon Socinianism was crudely pragmatic; what he claimed as a brand-new method for assessing doctrine was to test its capacity for producing practical godliness. Later Fuller cautiously noted that although the book of
nature was as unsystematically arranged as the Bible, it was equally patient of systematic exposition; but it is significant that he made the observation in a *Body of Divinity* which he did not live to complete or publish.\(^{51}\)

Whatever the suspicions of metaphysics, the new attitudes in religion encouraged receptiveness to the epistemology and psychology entailed on the eighteenth century by John Locke. Brine had been quite clear that the Lockean plan simply illustrated the total otherness of revelation. Sensation, reflection and abstraction could teach much, “but it was not possible that by these measures we should have ever discovered any evangelical truths.”\(^{52}\) In similar vein, in America before the Great Awakening, John Walton had used Lockean sensationalism to explain why his contemporaries were still generally deluded by the doctrine of infant baptism; they absorbed error by ear and eye rather than the truth by revelation.\(^{53}\) Edwards and the evangelicals could not solve their problems so simply, precisely because of their preoccupation with the personal response of faith. In his *Treatise Concerning religious affections* (1746) Edwards grafted the old Puritan interest in the work of the Spirit on to the Lockean scheme, arguing that the saints were distinguished from natural men by “the sensations of a new spiritual sense, which the souls of natural men have not”, and devising an elaborate series of tests by which their response to the divine beauty might be assessed.\(^{54}\) Unlike Edwards, the English Fullerites were trying to get rid of the introspection encouraged by the hypers’ insistence that a man could not have true faith in Christ until he had the inner evidence of an interest in Him,\(^{55}\) but they could find no alternative to taking Edwards’s experimentalism further. The cliché of the literature was that doctrinal religion should be founded on experimental religion,\(^{56}\) and that Christian people needed more intimate opportunities for the mutual analysis of their religious experience than were provided by the traditional covenant relations of church members.\(^{57}\) Moreover Lockean psychology had institutional implications; it might chart a middle course between the hypers who would have no adaptation in the machinery of the church, and restless Sandemanians or Haldaneites who regarded every scripture precedent as prescriptive. Early in the nineteenth century, Alexander Macleod sought to proceed from the variety of inspiration to be found in scripture, to the gifts, faculties or organs by which it was imparted, with a view to laying out a new map of spiritual knowledge like the “survey of the natural and moral condition of the globe” demanded by the scientists.\(^{58}\)

The institutional implications of the new turn indicated what was happening to the church, its transformation from symbol to instrument, a transformation accompanied by a great turning to empirical modes of thought. Baptists, like everyone else, tended to find the nub of the question in the ministry. Their denomination was being altered out of all recognition by itinerant evangelism which found no clear doctrinal or institutional expression in their inherited view
of the church. Right down to 1800 nearly all English Baptists accepted Gill's definition of the Church as simply "a society of saints and faithful men in Christ Jesus that . . . by agreement meet together in one place to carry on worship of God, to glorify him, and, edify one another". The office of evangelist was one of the extraordinary offices of the New Testament which had early lapsed, and the chief permanent officer of the church was the pastor. When itinerant evangelism became the central concern of "the missionary church" some adaptation was unavoidable. Should the new duty simply be laid upon the pastor with such lay assistance as he could gather? If the office of evangelist was revived, how was it to be related to the pastoral office? The paradox was that after 1800 as the Methodist itinerants began to transform their status into pastors, the rest of the Protestant world, earnestly read and applauded by evangelical Baptists, was demanding either that the pastoral office be given over to evangelism or that the New Testament office of evangelist be revived. Thomas Haweis's Church History ascribed the real authority in the New Testament church to the itinerants; biblical critics like Macknight of the Scots church and Bloomfield and Scott amongst Anglicans called for the revival of the office of evangelist. Amongst Baptists, Alexander Macleod, followed by David Douglas in the North-east, sought to relate the old institutions held to be outwardly symbolical of the inner life of the Church, to the new instrumental devices for evangelism, by means of the Lockean map of spiritual knowledge. If the New Testament gifts of the spirit were teamed up with the varieties of ministry through which they were normally bestowed, it was clear that the office of evangelist had a permanent work in the Church, and the missionary force a scriptural authority. Moreover in Macleod's view, the great church conflict, which was brewing as he wrote in 1828, hinged on the office of evangelist. Episcopalians and Presbyterians preserved the office but built unwarrantable powers upon it; Congregationalists in self-defence had rejected it. John Wesley admirably organised his evangelists but failed to provide stated pastors. It was hazardous to amalgamate the office with organs of another kind, hazardous to reject it, hazardous to be a freelance innovator. Baptists ultimately proved no more successful than other parties to the church conflict in integrating evangelism effectively into a church-order at once empirically and biblically based; and already, difficulties of a religious character had been encountered in the new turn.

For new attitudes to the inner and outer life of the Christian had become apparent in new approaches to prayer and prophecy. There is no need to recapitulate the story of the Concert of Prayer, that extraordinary combined effort of importunity, first called for by Edwards, instituted by the Scots revivalists in 1744, and implemented over much of the Protestant world for generations. One has the feeling that for the old Puritans, despite their willingness to plead the terms of the covenant in God's face, intercession was the work
of the Holy Spirit rather than the congregation, but Edwards put the boot on quite the other foot. "God is", he proclaimed, "... at the command of the prayer of faith; and in this respect is, as it were, under the power of his people." A more explosive motto for the instrumental church could hardly have been conceived. The revival of the work of God, the great objective of the new prayer, was put squarely into the hands of the praying faithful. When deference began to crumble in England in the 1790's the amazing spread of cottage prayer meetings told its own tale, and, inevitably, the same methods were used to beat up enthusiasm for missions, and especially Baptist missions, overseas. But in the short run the exploitation of prayer as a means of impressing the importance of the missionary cause on children and servants left a residue of guilt among the faithful; and in the long run the barriers between the faithful and the rest became too tough to shift by the form of moral pressure exerted by the evangelistic prayer meeting. When this happened, a prayer meeting which was a means to an end became an intolerable bore.

Prophecy raised difficulties of a different kind. Despite the excitement raised by the troubles of the papacy in the 'nineties, the status of prophecy as a sign-post to the Christian pilgrim had by that date been destroyed beyond the possibility of recovery or replacement. From Edwards onward, empiricism and induction had been used to lay bare the divine decrees. As Samuel Davies, later President of Princeton, put it in 1755, "our readiest way to know what he [God] intended to do from Everlasting, is to enquire what he actually does in time". By this device Joseph Bellamy could expound a view of the Millenium in which the European trappings of the defeat of Anti-christ, to which the Papacy had been central, had disappeared; and Baptists like Isaac Backus could brace themselves for the final defeat of the Beast in their own midst; the Beast which for Backus was Congregational establishment. On both sides of the Atlantic the protagonists of the "missionary church" became so powerfully possessed of the sense that the millenium was within the grasp of human will, as to leave very little room in practice for a divine strategy full of quirks, paradoxes and tragedy. In 1792 Charles Whitfield, with unconscious irony, hit off the new status of prophecy in his advice on reading to the village lads of Hamsterly, Co. Durham. When well-grounded in the faith they might properly read for entertainment, and "a careful comparison of prophecies with the New Testament will afford much pleasure." The slaying of the witnesses no longer really mattered, and the interpretation of prophecy had become the agreeable cross-word puzzle game familiar to readers of Edmund Gosse. Yet oddly enough, in this sphere the supplanting of symbol and allegory by empiricism was a very mixed blessing. For the facts to which the evangelicals drew attention, were the facts of religious experience, rather than the public events, political and ecclesiastical, which had constituted the apocalyptic drama. Some
portion of the political ineptness of the English evangelical Baptists was due to the devious tactics which they found necessary to defend the Toleration Act;\textsuperscript{75} but some was due to the Fullerite belief that political involvement represented the biggest menace to spiritual health.\textsuperscript{76} And the moral of McLoughlin's immense enquiry into the American Baptists is that once they had shaken off their second-class citizenship,\textsuperscript{77} they could neither deploy their political strength nor recognize that they had now entered an informal religious establishment which bore hardly on minorities.\textsuperscript{78} Yet on both wings of the English Baptist movement political realism flourished on the interpretation of prophecy. James Bicheno, a protégé of Robert Robinson,\textsuperscript{79} who became pastor at Newbury in 1793, supported an intelligent appraisal of the French Revolution and its aftermath upon a framework of prophecy, and drew from it concrete and rational conclusions for social justice and foreign policy.\textsuperscript{80} And the opposite extreme threw up the most effective postwar Baptist politician, the comic of Manchester radicalism, William Gadsby,\textsuperscript{81} the pioneer of Gillism in an industrial context and the greatest of the hypers.

Moreover, if the question of prophecy illustrates the hazards evangelical Baptists encountered in making empiricism work, the great controversy over open communion in the early nineteenth century suggests that they had special difficulties in reducing the role of religious symbolism. Baptists had of course a propensity to dispute the terms of communion,\textsuperscript{82} but, even if they had not, they would have been unable to avoid the spectacular debate on baptism which engulfed the English churches in 1812 and continued for years. The pace of social change at home and the new problems of the mission field abroad compelled all the churches to reconsider their relations with the public generally, as they were worked out in their inherited baptismal doctrine and discipline. Here circumstances differed immensely on opposite sides of the Atlantic. In America the strict communion position had almost taken possession of the Particular Baptists;\textsuperscript{83} in England, release from the grip of the hypers, development of the "missionary church", and resistance to the Anglican establishment, all pointed to combined action, especially with the Independents, and combined evangelism, prayer and worship, were bound to lead to demands for open communion. The two striking things about this controversy, as it concerned evangelical Calvinists, are the amount of personal embarrassment it caused,\textsuperscript{84} and the amount of common ground which all parties shared. Baptists saw plainly that the issues involved concerned not merely the history of the denomination, but the question of how far recent trends of thought and action could be taken. If Hall believed that interdenominational action and open communion were the conditions of progress,\textsuperscript{85} the strict communionists could fairly reply that open communion simply provoked secession and the formation of strict communion churches.\textsuperscript{86} Moreover, open communion would leave the Baptist denomination with nothing to stand for. Joseph Kinghorn saw with perfect clarity the situation
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(which later came to pass) in which congregations claiming to stand
for a sound doctrine of baptism would consist largely of unbaptized
persons, and would have none of it. Moreover, the Fullerite advocates of strict communion all saw their opponents as returning to the establishmentarian policies of Solomon Stoddard, Jonathan Edwards's grandfather and predecessor in the living of Northampton, Mass.; Stoddard had welcomed all the respectability of the parish to the Lord's Table, asking no questions about conversion, with a liberality bitterly repudiated by Edwards himself. The Great Awakening as well as the Baptist denomination was at stake.

The open communionists did not miss the point that even Edwards would have been refused communion by their opponents, and were aware that baptism acutely raised the question how far the church could substitute empiricism for symbolism. Just as some evangelical paedo-baptists felt cornered into saying that baptism was not a sacrament at all, William Steadman played baptism down on the grounds that there could be no baptism without conversion, and all might join in the work of evangelism, and other Baptists began to say that the essential condition of communion was not water baptism, but the baptism of the Spirit. Where Hall and Kinghorn differed was not in their estimate of the operation of open communion among Baptists, but in how much they were prepared to accept. Hall held that "were that practice universally to prevail, the mixture of baptists and paedo-baptists in Christian societies would probably, ere long, be such that the appellation of baptist might be found not so properly applicable to churches as to individuals, while some more comprehensive term might possibly be employed to discriminate the views of collective bodies"; Kinghorn declared that "the plan of open communion makes the church a society of persons who esteem each other to be Christians". Either way the church was not a symbol of God's truth constituted by those who responded to the symbolic language and practices of the faith, even to a symbol as powerful in the recent past as believer's baptism; it was an association of people with a common intention to pursue a particular work. This Hall could swallow but Kinghorn could not.

It is not for the historian to resolve this dilemma, but it is noteworthy that the approaches of historians and theologians to it seem in late years to have gone in entirely opposite directions. The theologians have put up a great clamour for evocative symbols. One has heard it said that we must drum up a belief in demon-possession in order to see baptism as exorcism, and one has seen it written that "there can be no new song until the angelic voices have first been heard to sing it in heaven. . . . When the angels are silenced there are no communications even of partial divine knowledge". Historians, on the other hand, have been trying to assess on their own level what the symbolic and sacramental acts may be said to have accomplished. Dr. Bossy, for example, regarding the parish in late medieval and early modern times as the theatre of perpetual conflict
between kinship groups, sees the parish priest as a peacemaker, and the baptismal arrangements with godparents (who might on occasion be children) as devices for strengthening the kinship-group and providing future support for the candidate in baptism. This might not be very sacramental, but it was very useful, and gives one an inkling why the leading Reformers were so immoderately hostile to believer's baptism becoming the norm; they did not want individual option to intensify the warfare in the parish, and their fears were faintly echoed by evangelical paedobaptists early in the nineteenth century declaring that believer's baptism was a defiance of natural affections. At the same time one may infer that the determination of churchmen, protestant and catholic, to drive the parish as a unit of christianisation instead of building on the natural and associational groups which existed within it, was one of the reasons for the long-term decline of the old religious establishments; the symbols at their disposal were not strong enough to absorb the smaller units into a larger parish cohesion. My colleague, Mervyn James, finds the first appearance of Baptist practice in the North-east rooted in forms of radical Puritanism which had appeared before 1640 on the confines of Durham and Northumberland, where it expressed the sense of independence of the extended family in hill areas, over against the systems of control applied by the gentry to the nuclear families of the plain. It was doubtless theologically bizarre to assert the independence of a kinship-group on the basis of believer's baptism, but it is not difficult to understand how it happened; nor can one fail to note that when the north-country Baptists began to expand in the middle of the eighteenth century, they did so mostly in hill communities of a similar kind.

What Hall and Kinghorn each understood Hall to be saying was that a religious appeal must take account of the forms of social cohesion with life in them; by Hall's time what counted was not the extended family, but the association, and his view was that inherited symbolism and churchmanship should not be permitted to obstruct the use of this device for awakening and sustaining a Christian faith. In the century and a half since Hall died, religion has continued to escape from churches in Europe, America and Africa, into all manner of other groupings. Yet the most successful religious society of all, the Methodist connexion, has repeatedly crucified itself upon the claim to churchly status; in an ecumenical age ministers are obsessed with churchmanship and call even for the angels. In the middle of the nineteenth century the churches refurbished and multiplied their symbols for purposes of denominational warfare; in our re-mythologising days they use them as rallying cries against decay. Perhaps Robert Hall's contribution to the transformation of the church is overdue for a fresh look.

NOTES
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The works of Andrew Fuller (London, 1824), i. 273, iii. 468. John Ryland, Pastoral Memorials (London, 1828), ii. 325. The works of Robert Hall ed. O. Gregory (2nd ed. London, 1833), ii. 401. [Jn. Fawcett jnr.], An Account of the life, ministry and writings of Rev. John Fawcett (London, 1818), pp. 237-8. Ivimey, History of the Baptists, iii. pp. ix., xi. The longer these criticisms went on, the harder they became to state moderately, cf. J. H. Hinton, On completeness of ministerial qualification (London, 1829), pp. vi-x. The moderate Calvinists' public image was of men who selfconsciously refused to "indulge a wanton curiosity to pry into what is not revealed" (Joseph Bellamy, Sermons, ed. J. Sutcliff (Northampton, 1783), p. iii. Evangelical Magazine, xxiii. 353. Cf. the important MS. letter of Joseph Hughes to John Pike, Battersea, December 14, 1807, prefixed to the Anglo Library copy of J. Leifchild, Memoir of the late Joseph Hughes, one of the secretaries of the British and Foreign Bible Society (London, 1835)), who maintained a proper proportion of faith (Rippon, Baptist Annual Register, i. 432), balanced a propensity to activism and committee sitting by a devotion to private prayer (J. H. Hinton, The means of a religious revival (London, 1829), pp. xiv-xy), and as Fuller himself put it, sustained "a lively interest in evangelical, faithful, practical and pungent preaching; an attention to things more than to words; a taste for the affectionate more than for the curious; a disposition to read and think rather than to dispute; a spirit to promote the kingdom of Christ." Baptist Magazine, v. 232.
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The evangelical reviewers could find no higher praise for David Bogue's Discourses on the Millenium for example, than that no man had done more than the author to bring on the millenium, "nor are the thoughts and emotions [the book] excites any other than such as are calculated to produce a Millenium." Evangelical Magazine, xxvi. 381, 432.

Charles Whitfield, The obligations to mental improvement stated, p. 22.


Andrew Fuller, The backslider (3rd ed., London, 1804), pp. 24-5. (The Kent and Sussex Association actually began a circular letter on the Signs of the Times (1793) with the declaration "we do not mean to enter on a discussion of the political state of the world at large, or of these kingdoms in particular. We apprehend that subject to be foreign to our business"). Not surprisingly in a eulogy on Christian Patriotism (Dunstable, 1803), Fuller could find little wrong with the England of his day, negro slavery apart.

Cf. on the English side, Samuel Pearce, The oppressive, unjust and prophane nature and tendency of the Corporation and Test Acts exposed (Birmingham, 1790).
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The Great Awakening had given rise to numerous Separate congregations mostly conducted on mixed communion principles. But the success of the Separates in jolting the Standing Churches into greater strictness, giving up the half-way covenant, and so forth, opened the way for paedobaptists to return to the establishment, leaving the Separate movement in the hands of the advocates of believers' baptism. Until the last generation of the eighteenth century, most of the Baptist expansion in America resulted from the transformation of Separate into closed-communion Baptist churches, and after the mid-'sixties their distinctive position gave them a basis for a great drive against a Congregational establishment which had no counterpart in England.
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... that were the influence of a few great names withdrawn, it would sink under its own weight, and Fuller's death in 1815 was followed by a wrangle between the open- and strict-communionists to claim him for themselves (Hall, Works, ii. 5; iii. 409-10. Wm. Newman, The admission of unbaptised persons to the Lord's Supper inconsistent with the New Testament (London, 1815), pp. 1-2, 4-6. Joseph Kinghorn, Arguments against the practice of mixed communion (London, 1827), pp. 23-5). The Baptist Magazine prohibited discussion of the question in its columns, and irritated readers of the "Catholic Christianity" school for not prohibiting it strictly enough. Baptist Magazine, iv. 326; vi. 189. Cf. Evangelical Magazine, xxiii. 370.
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Cf. the Independent "Dales Men" of Swalesdale discussed by Dr. G. F. Nuttall in his presidential address to the Ecclesiastical History Society, Studies in Church History, vol. x. 160.

Though in 1809 a Methodist report from the Durham coal-field described how "whole families of several individuals unite themselves at once to our societies. This is truly conversion per stirpes and not merely per capita." Methodist Church Archives MSS., John Ward to Jabez Bunting, 27 March, 1809.
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